
 
     THE COMPLETE WORKS OF YURI NORSTEIN is an LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is 

Kino Ken’s review of that dvd. 

 

U.S.S.R.   1968-1978   color   98 minutes total   six short animations in Russian with English 

subtitles   Soyuzmultfilm Studios    

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement 

 

Contents: 

1. 25—E—PERVYY DEN (OCTOBER 25TH—THE FIRST DAY)   U.S.S.R.   1968   color   11 minutes 

(including 1½ minutes of subtitled introductory text)   Soyuzmultfilm Studio    

8 of a possible 20 points                                                                                       ** of a possible ***** 

 

Points 

1          Direction: Yuri Norstein and Arkady Tyurin 

0          Editing: L. Kiaksht 

0          Animation Camera: Vladimir Sarukhanov 

0          Lighting 

1          Story 

1          Animation 

1          Art Direction: Yuri Norstein and Arkady Tyurin 

2          Music: Dmitri Shostakovich (non-original)* 

1          Sound: 

1          Creativity 

8 total points    

 



     This short animation supposedly was responsible for Norstein’s artistic philosophy: “never 

make a concession if it is against your conscience.” Known as “the Golden Snail” for his 

creeping pace of creation, Norstein here teams with writer Arkadi Tyurin to flaunt Lenin-era 

progressive art in the faces of censors. Slogans such as “Peace to the People!,” 

“Bread for the Hungry!,” and “Land to the Peasants!” are proclaimed by Lenin and fellow 

rabble-rousers. All they engender in reality are war, hunger, and abolition of  private 

property for everyone except Communist Party bigwigs. Dmitri Shostakovich’s ironic 

juxtaposition of aggressive march music and cacophonic rejoinders in his Babi Yar and The 

Year of 1917 Symphonies (Numbers 13 and 12, respectively) recall chaos resulting from 

conversion of revolutionary slogans into violent political actions. Cubistic art of the period 

matches fragmentation and displacement of populations during those troubled times in 

Russia. Somber reds and blacks predominate, suggestive of bloody violence, death, and 

rampant crime. White spaces appear as voids.  

     Bankers and corporate officials, forced into hiding or banished, risk joining literally 

downtrodden peasants at the bottom of society’s refuse heap should they stay openly in 

their native land.  

     Harnessed to depict truth, art wavers between utopian visions and scenes of desperate 

poverty. Veracity is restricted to promulgating diatribes and visual bromides Lenin and his 

backers find useful.  

     Once underway, the Russian Revolution crushes everything in its path: dissent, culture, 

religion, economic stability, property, individual dignity, peace, security, even fairness.  

     The short concludes with a Paul Eluard poem about the brotherhood of man. Marc 

Chagall’s angel flies over a premature victory parade. 

     Works by El Lissitzki, fellow supremacist Kasimir Malevich, and Georges Braque are given 

prominence, abstractions representing no threats to the incoming regime. 

     Made on a slim budget, this early work by Norstein suffers from inadequate lighting, 

murky or missing narrative, montage editing unrelieved by sustained scenes, and absence of 

historical context. Mixing archival photo footage with poster art from the revolutionary era 

would have made more impact. 

     There is plentiful pleasure, though, in spotting avant-garde flourishes as they zip by. 

Lamentably, these soon decayed into subjective symbolism, irrelevant to interests or 

problems of proletarians.  

     Too much archaic propaganda and too little substance make 25—E—PERVYY DEN an 

enticing curio rather than cherished art. It’s suitable viewing for teens and adults, but too 

extensively symbolic for preteens to follow and absorb. 

     

2. SECHA PRI KERZHENTSE (BATTLE OF KERZHENETS)   U.S.S.R.   1971   color   10 minutes 

Co-Directors: Yuri Norstein and Ivan Ivanov-Vano   short fantasy animation    



Soyuzmultfilm Studio 

 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                                                   *** of a possible ***** 

 

Points: 

1           Direction: Ivan Ivanov-Vano and Yuri Norstein 

2           Editing 

1           Animation Camera: Vladimir Sarukhanov 

0           Lighting 

0           Script: Ivan Ivanov-Vano 

1           Animation: Boris Savin, Yuri Norstein, Vyacheslav Shilobreev, Aleksandr Rozhkov 

1           Art Direction: Marina Sokolova, Arkady Tyurin 

2           Music: Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov* (non-original) 

2           Sound: Boris Filchikov* 

1           Creativity 

11 total points 

  

     Winner of the Grand Prize at Zagreb’s international film festival in 1972, SECHA PRI 

KERZHENTSE depicts a legend about the eventual defeat of Tartar invaders by Russian 

defenders. It is rooted in the same tale used by Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov as the plot of his 

opera THE INVISIBLE CITY OF KITEZH. In that version, the city near the Volga is saved from 

Tartar ravages when a nature-loving maiden of the forest named Fevroniya prays for it to be 

granted invisibility until foreign attackers withdraw. Her wish is granted. The cost is high. She 

must sacrifice her own life to save a beloved prince’s domain. 

     The animation constructed to match Ivan Ivanov-Vano’s script focuses not on a virgin’s 

selfless offering, but rather on bloodletting near a lake where Russians and Tartars meet in 

furious battle. Afterwards, scenes of peace mirror calmer pursuits: children ride stick ponies, 

peasants till the soil, the church bells of Kitezh resound in joyful celebration. What was 

destroyed is rebuilt after greatly diminished Tartar forces ride off in retreat.  

     Reality is more complex. Mongols often overran Russian territories, ruthless and seemingly 

insatiable for land. During a period of about three hundred years, two inimical peoples 

clashed. Disparate cultures, religions, and languages aggravated tensions. In some places, 

local Christians evangelized overlords. Elsewhere, the opposite occurred.  

     There’s a nationalist slant to Ivanov-Vano’s simplification. In this rendering, pillagers from 

the East are either killed or driven back to their home regions. Native survivors resume placid 

occupations and recreations. Natural harmony is restored. Men and Mother Earth once more 

strive for common benefits. Tools are used for cultivation, not as weapons of enslavement 



and destruction. Official policy and media history merge into a common deception, revising 

history to suit bureaucrats.  

     Some crew member is obliquely rebellious, inserting a riderless Slavic white horse of 

freedom into the midst of ferocious battle scenes.  

     The color palette is broader than in Norstein’s previous film. Reds, gold, greens, blacks, 

and whites are present. Indicating liberty and light in a major departure from what they 

symbolized in 25TH—THE FIRST DAY, whites here also connote innocence and virtue. 

Gorgeous aquamarines enter in the final act. 

     Boris Filchikov’s sound engineering, the propulsive music of Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov, and 

extremely dynamic editing are the most salient features of an unapologetically violent 

production unsuitable for preteens. Teens and adults are apt to find this animation a curiosity 

piece. 

 

3. LISA I ZAJAC (FOX AND RABBIT)   U.S.S.R.   1973   color   12 minutes   Director: Yuri Norstein 

subtitled fantasy animation    Producer: Natan Bitman   Soyuzmultfilm Studio 

 

15 of a total 20 points                                                                                       **** of a possible ***** 

 

Points: 

1          Direction: Yuri Norstein 

1          Editing: Natalya Abramova, Nadezhda Trescheva 

1          Animation Camera: Teodor Bunimovich 

1          Lighting 

2          Story: Vladimir Ivanovich Dal 

2          Art Direction: Francesca Yarbusova 

1          Animation: Yuri Norstein 

2          Music: Mikhail Meyerovich 

2          Sound: Boris Filchikov* 

2          Narrator: Viktor Khokhryakov* 

15 total points 

 

     In this 1973 animation from director Yuri Norstein, a crazy vixen first foolishly builds 

herself a house of ice, then boots a rabbit out of its comfortable wooden one when spring 

heat melts her residence. The rest of the plot concerns Rabbit’s attempts to recover his 

home. A large gray wolf, a bear, and then a bull arrive in that order on the scene. Each listens 

to Rabbit’s woeful account, then proposes assistance. One after another is repulsed by a 

frantically pugnacious fox, despite supposedly superior cleverness or strength.  



     Along comes Rooster in red boots, a combination of Santa Claus and Master Cat. It is 

smoking a pipe, ecologically incorrect behavior. Nonetheless, the sympathetic fowl, Iess 

easily dissuaded from attacking, returns twice solo and then a third time with rabbit backup 

to challenge the trespasser’s occupancy.  

     Based on a Russian folk tale retold by Alexander Pushkin’s close friend, Vladimir Ivanovich 

Dal, the film was intended to demonstrate “the destruction of belief, justice, honesty, and 

fear which has big eyes.” So Norstein claims. 

     If true, then Wolf represented the Communist Party, wielding power viciously,  depriving 

peaceful residents of home and security, deaf to pleas for fair treatment, compensation, 

compassion, or cooperation. Fittingly, united efforts of hare and rooster displace a 

freebooting tyrant, restoring order and tranquility to their neighborhood. Together they 

achieve what powerful bull, self-assured bear, and crafty wolf could not manage individually. 

The prime concern of each larger creature is safeguarding its own privilege and body. In 

contrast to lumbering quitters, cocky bantam spurns easy surrender.  

     Time and a right cause prove allies of the dispossessed. Unlike predecessors, Rooster 

doesn’t propose a meeting of the minds or make excuses for shortcomings. Terror, threats, 

and violence cannot be tolerated when they interfere with justice. Balalaika-playing rabbit, a 

persecuted artist, must once more enjoy complete domestic tranquility. Who careds what 

becomes of a vanquished oppressor?  

     The female fox’s contempt for all other living things is ominously obvious. Complete 

selfishness, opiate of the bully, earn in the end nothing but exile and shame. If at first its 

monopoly on comfort remained intact, repeated resistance ultimately topples tyranny.  

     How spendidly subversive.  

     Mikhail Meyerovich’s lively music sweeps up listeners from the very first notes and never 

lets go. Francesca Yarbusova, Norstein’s wife, designs characters and architecture hearkening 

back to pre-Revolutionary motifs. These are justified by Dal’s own nineteenth-century setting 

of the text. Once again, Boris Filchikov’s sound recording supplies variety and precision, with 

narrator Victor Khokhryakov convincingly performing character voices.  

     Advanced vocabulary in subtitles will daunt preteen children, despite lures of fascinating 

antagonists and noisy mayhem. Teens and adults should find plenty to maintain their 

interest.         

 

4. TSAPLYA I ZHURAVL (HERON AND CRANE)   U.S.S.R.   1974   color   10 minutes   Director:  

Yuri Norstein   short subtitled animation fantasy   Soyuzmultfilm Studio 

 

Winner, Grand Prize, Odense Film Festival, Odense, Denmark, 1977 

Winner, First Prize, Third Annual International Animation Film Festival, New York City,             

New York, United States, 1975 



Special Jury Prize, Annecy Festival of Animated Films, Annecy, France, 1975 

 

16 of a possible 20 points                                                                                 **** of a possible ***** 

 

Points: 

1          Direction: Yuri Norstein 

1          Editing: Natalya Abramova, Nadezhda Trescheva 

1          Animation Camera: Aleksandr Zhukovsky 

1          Lighting 

2          Script: Roman Kachanov* and Yuri Norstein* 

2          Music: Mikhail Meyerovich* 

2          Art Direction: Francesca Yarbusova* 

2          Animation: Yuri Norstein* 

2          Sound: Boris Filchikov* 

2          Creativity 

16 total points 

 

     At this point in his career, Norstein shows himself one of Russia’s master animators. Not 

just in the way he moves characters around on the screen and soaks it in ambience. Also in 

quietly witty dialogue and moments of wordless wonder or palpable regret. Two of his most 

memorable sequences occur here. One of these is prolonged observation by the two 

permanent titular natives of migrating birds flying in formation across autumn skies. A 

second is a rare episode of shared bliss as the two neighbors watch fireworks exploding 

above as if displayed solely for their benefit.  

     Once again fashioning a timeless parable about life and its meaning, Norstein teams with 

distinguished colleague Roman Kachanov, director of the children’s classic short known in 

English as MITTEN. The duo relate an odd couple courtship. Crane and Heron are both singles, 

no longer terribly young. They face the prospect of advancing age alone. Each is rather shy, 

alternately attracted and repelled, never on the same wavelength at identical times. 

Whenever one makes a friendly overture, romantic or otherwise, the other criticizes message 

and messenger. Constant changes of mind keep courtship active. The two birds, like 

mechanical clockwork figures whose tracks permit approaches and returns but never union, 

advance only to retreat dissatisfied. They can’t live with or without each other, a wry 

commentary on the human condition of never fully understanding someone else.  

     Heron and Crane live on more or less opposite ends of what was once a classical portico, 

pillars now overgrown and eroding. Human builders and residents left long ago. It is twilight 

time for remnants of their former possessions, giving a melancholy setting to this frustrating 

narrative of perpetually unfulfilled hopes.  



     Crane is a shy dandy, an egotist with a flair for painting canvasses. He lives on the left side 

of the ruins. Heron, a homebody and floral arranger, is happier when on the right end. 

Seldom meeting halfway, the two take turns journeying into a reluctant partner’s personal 

space. Is this likely to ignite romance? Or does it just precipitate arguments?  

     Keeping two sparrers constantly in the foreground and eliminating direct involvement by 

others makes chamber melodrama, a sort of Days of Our Lives with a single set for 

birdwatchers. An endlessly repeating narrative thread makes for easy following. Viewers can 

skip any episode and not really miss crucial scenes. 

     Enokenti Smoktanovsky’s narration is charmingly unbiased, according equal sympathy to 

each of these conflicted birdbrains.  

     Reinforcing an overall mood of melancholy stasis, Boris Filchikov intercuts silences and 

sounds with a juggler’s dexterity. Matching music to mood without resorting to blatant 

hyperdramatics, Mikhail Meyerovich preserves an elegiac tone underlying humorously 

eccentric foibles. 

     Notably absent is the explosively complex, kinetic editing of a Grigori Alexandrov. In its 

place is a measured, stately elegance, unhurried and non-committal. 

      Though the plot is accessible to preteen children, languid pacing, lack of action, and verbal 

subtleties make HERON AND CRANE likely to appeal chiefly to teens and adults. 

 

5. YOZHIK V TUMANE (HEDGEHOG IN THE FOG)   U.S.S.R.   1975   color   11 minutes 

Director: Yuri Norstein   short subtitled animation fantasy   Soyuzmultfilm Studio 

 

Best Animated Film, Tehran Children’s and Youth Film Festival, Tehran, Iran, 1977 

Film of the Year, London Film Festival, London, England, United Kingdom, 1977 

2nd Prize, Sydney International Film Festival, Sydney, Australia, 1978 

3rd Prize (Bronze Hugo), Chicago International Film Festival, Chicago, Illinois, United States, 

1977 

2003 150 Best Animations Poll, Tokyo, Japan: voted Best Animation Of All Time 

 

20 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

 

Points: 

2          Direction: Yuri Norstein 

2          Editing: Natalya Abramova*, Nadezhda Trescheva* 

2          Animation Camera: Aleksandr Zhukovsky* 

2          Lighting 

2          Music: Mikhail Meyerovich 

2          Story: Sergei Kozlov 



2          Art Direction: Francesca Yarbusova* 

2          Animation: Yuri Norstein* 

2          Sound: Boris Filchikov* 

2          Voices Cast: Mariya Vinogradova* (Hedgehog), Vyacheslav Nevinniy* (Bear Cub), 

            Alexei Batalov* (Narrator) 

 

     Yuri Norstein’s most accomplished work to date is arguably YOZHIK V TUMANE 

(HEDGEHOG IN THE FOG). A parable that on the surface simply describes a nocturnal 

adventure involving two animal friends, it clearly depicts what is achievable when working 

together benefits all concerned. That assured the animation successful sailing through Soviet 

censorship.  

     A second, deeper level recounts a different tale. Viewers see, embedded in silences and 

mist, a hesitant underdog triumph over insecurity, accident, death, and xenophobia.              

     Hedgehog, the film protagonist, makes nightly visits to pal Bear Cub’s shelter. The two 

companions share food and thoughts while engaged in lengthy inspection of starry skies. 

Each gets half the visible stars to count, a chimney serving to divide territories. Close at hand, 

Bear Cub’s samovar is ignited and stoked, providing welcome warmth. 

     On this particular evening, Hedgehog’s normal routine is disrupted by drifting fog, causing 

sounds to take on inflated significance as sights fade into obscurities. Visions and illusions 

blur together. The world becomes a shifting, unstable place where anything might hide or 

attack.  

     Already fearful of darkness, strangers, and unfamiliar noises, Hedgehog teeters on the 

edge of panic, uncertain if greater menace lurks before or behind. Armed only with jam 

raspberry gift jar, the small forest creature must decide whether or not to honor a promised 

commitment to visit Bear Cub.  Hedgehog is riddled by doubts. 

     An owl’s hoot is followed by onrushing wings brushing past unprotected head. Owl makes 

a noisy entrance, vanishing just as unexpectedly. Hedgehog believes it has predatory intent. 

That never pans out. 

     When Owl reappears, the bird is content to comically copy Hedgehog’s halloo into an 

echoing well. Just like the earthbound creature, it is fascinated by reflections of itself in 

mirroring water.  

      Other distractions sidetrack the wayfarer. One is an imagined elephant conjured 

periodically. Hedgehog has intermittent fear of being crushed by something far more 

massive. So this hypothetical pachyderm comes and goes in the internal forest of its 

imagination, only advancing when dread accumulates in the brain of its creator. When 

Hedgehog assures itself the elephant is mere phantasm, the illusion evaporates. 

     A neutral white horse, neither source of horror nor amiable companion, is also picking a 

path through fog. Representing freedom in its riderless condition, the equine causes 



Hedgehog to wonder if it would be asphyxiated by vapors should it fall asleep on the ground, 

encircled by wisps of white. To determine the answer, Hedgehog descends into swirling 

whiteness, soon losing any sense of direction.  

     In the distance, something barks. A frolicking, friendly dog bursts into view briefly, then 

dematerializes. Real? Imaginary? Hedgehog can’t be sure. 

     As necessary preliminary to inspection of a hollow tree trunk, Hedgehog sets down the jar 

of jam intended for Bear Cub. After exploration satisfies curiosity, the absent-minded 

creature suddenly recalls neglected jam. Where was that jar set? Hedgehog frantically 

fumbles through bushes to no avail. Bear Cub’s gift is hopelessly hidden from view. But  

anyone watching the film can detect it briefly in a prominent position in an isolated frame.  

     Stumbling into invisible stream and becoming waterlogged, Hedgehog resolves to accept 

inevitable drowning. Despite being resigned to imminent death, Hedgehog’s extinction is 

delayed by a hospitable unseen benefactor. With its guest’s permission, that rescuer carries 

potential corpse safely to landfall on nearby bank.  

     Reprieved by unknown and unrequested assistance, Hedgehog resumes a trip now inflated 

to epic struggle between forces of life and death. Out of enveloping whiteness dashes a 

previously encountered enigma, no longer barking. For its mouth is now stuffed full by a jar 

of raspberry jam it offers freely to a relieved owner. Then it, too, returns to obscurity. 

     Life is like that, according to Norstein. Filled with bumps and windfalls. Unpredictable. Be 

ready for anything.  

     Someone or something is calling Hedgehog’s name. Who or what could it be? 

     Lessons in living are wrapped inside this mysterious drama, one which teeters between 

comedy and tragedy. Things invisible impact on what we all experience. Overcoming fear and 

doubt must be managed by children and adults of every species. But, as Stephen Sondheim 

pointed out, “no one is alone.” Help is available, even in the unlikeliest of places. 

     Using a multiplane camera to photograph tiers of characters and setting props, Norstein 

and crew make somber woods inviting and astonishing. With visual cues considerably 

reduced by the film’s restrictive environment, aural impressions sharpen, ears replacing eyes 

as primary interpreters of sensory impressions. Somber earth tones are nearly universal, their 

dominance infrequently challenged by white of stars and settling vapors. 

     Much credit for this ambience is due to Boris Filchikov’s sound recording, making 

awesomely effective use of natural sounds. Silences are inserted masterfully between sound 

effects and speeches, calibrated to optimal durations. This sonic background is 

counterbalanced with earthy textures of props either purely natural in composition or 

skillfully molded to resemble organic creations.  

     Francesca Yarbusova’s character designs utilize paper cutouts with extremely flexible — if 

flimsy — appendages and creasings. Faces are comparatively huge in relation to other body 



parts, optimizing expressiveness. Working with marginal lighting, Yarbusova still succeeds in 

revealing outlines of forms distinctly.  

     Self-effacing softness of Mariya Vinogradova’s voice makes her Hedgehog a sharp contrast 

with Vyacheslav Nevinniy’s blustery Bear Cub. Alexei Batalov’s narration is subdued, 

respectful, shorn of dramatic outbursts. It makes the film a kind of prelude to Nativity, a quiet 

expectancy, preparation for encountering transcendence.  

     Starkly simple, free from literary allusions or colorful idioms, a screenplay developed by 

Sergei Kozlov concentrates on essentials with Scandinavian minimalism. What characters 

utter is less important than tones they use and gestures accompanying words. Judicious 

balance of physical humor and verbal pathos maintains viewer empathy while not stinting on 

interludes of comic relief.    

     Life and death, fear and wonder, a marked preference for cooperation over conflict — 

these elements underpin an animation meant to do more than simply entertain, one that also 

places demands on brain and spirit, inspiring analysis, contemplation, and enthusiastic 

endorsement.  

     Though a bit spooky for anyone of less below double digit age, HEDGEHOG IN THE FOG is 

highly recommended, a profitable screening experience for family viewing and one of the 

crown jewels of Russian animation art.  

 

6. SKAZKA SKAZOK (TALE OF TALES)   U.S.S.R.   1978   color   27 minutes   Director:  

Yuri Norstein   short experimental animation   Soyuzmultfilm Studio 

 

Grand Prize, Zagreb World Festival of Animated Films, 1980 

Animation Olympiad, Los Angeles, 1984: Voted by approximately three dozen film 

professionals the Best Animation of All Time 

2002 Zagreb World Festival of Animated Films, Zagreb, Croatia: Voted by participating 

attendees the Best Animation of All Time 

 

10 of a possible 20 points                                                                              **1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

Points: 

0          Direction: Yuri Norstein 

0          Editing: Nadezhda Trescheva 

2          Animation Camera: Igor Skidan-Bossin 

0          Lighting 

0          Story: Yuri Norstein, Lyudmila Petrushevskaya 

2          Animation: Yuri Norstein 

2          Art Direction: Francesca Yarbusova* 



2          Music: Jerzy Petersburski (“Utomlyonnoe solntse” = “The Tired Sun,” a tango), 

            Mikhail Meyerovich, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  

            (Andante. 2nd Movement, Piano Concerto No. 4, K41), Johann Sebastian Bach 

            (Prelude No. 8 from THE WELL TEMPERED CLAVIER) BWV853 

2          Sound: Boris Filchikov* 

0          Voices Cast: Aleksandr Kalyagin (Little Gary Wolf) 

10 total points 

 

     One of the most overrated films in cinema history, SKAZKA SKAZOK is a monument to the 

allure of things arcane. Virtually impenetrable without a codebreaking book, Norstein’s 

twenty-seven minutes of bafflement has twice been lauded as animation’s finest 

achievement. It isn’t. 

     There’s no story, plenty of experimentation.  

     Here’s a guide to what appears on the screen. 

     The film opens with shots of a large breast. Beside it lies a drowsy baby with enormous, 

staring eyes. Baby turns to the figure adjacent and begins to suck on its breast. 

     Edit to a girl jumping rope. It is plainly autumn. In a possible homage to Marc Chagall, the 

child’s partner is a discontented cow. One end of the rope is attached to a tree, the other 

clutched by bovine hoof. To the pair’s left, a woman who may or may not be related is doing 

laundry manually. Girl orders bored playmate to keep turning the rope.  

     A writer labors in despair at an outdoor picnic table. He suffers from writer’s block, 

receiving encouragement — if not inspiration — from a cat sharing the tabletop with 

manuscript sheets and a lyre. Girl is summoned by Laundrywoman to push a baby carriage. In 

a surly display of temper, she leaves cow and jump rope. After a short stint with the baby, the 

jumper returns to her sport. Only this time she turns and the cow jumps.  

     A train is observed passing with clanking wheels through heavy rains. An abandoned 

country home comes into view. Devastating fire rages outside. Clustered cars rev up and 

depart, leaving the area in care of a solitary little gray wolf. 

     At this point a new character enters. It is a dog rocking on a spindle-powered swing. This 

scene is more than slightly suggestive of daydreamer Charu in Satyajit Ray’s masterful drama 

CHARULATA (THE LONELY WIFE). 

    Change of scenery brings to the forefront a streetlight. It illuminates a tango performed 

under a Chagall sky reflecting dancers below. Soldiers relish a few final partying moments 

with wives and girlfriends before being called to active duty. They disappear from festivities 

one at a time. Steps become jerky, freeze, resume at slower speed. Soon women are left 

completely without partners. Ghostly hooded figures of death pass by, moving slowly from 

one side of the screen to the other. Melancholy and grief replace joy, as women individually 

receive news of wounded or dead lovers from letters floating through the air. Widows and 



girlfriends sadly depart. Until only one is left under a street lamp. Reinforcing the elegiac 

atmosphere is a dead leaf floating with unnatural loopings and pauses, coming to rest on a 

wire.  

     A woman alone bakes bread in a cutaway view of somebody’s kitchen. Outside, a forest is 

covered in winter snow. Trees drop apples, one of which a preteen boy chomps    

gleefully. Behind and above, an identical twin perches on a limb. He shares fruit with two 

flanking hungry crows. At their left, a bench is occupied by a tipsy man and impassive red-

haired woman who ignores foolish friendly glances from her neighbor. When he stands to 

leave, she follows suit, calling the boy to join them. From out of nowhere, a Napoleonic hat 

gives the drunkard’s head a ridiculous rakish appearance. The boy, bringing up the rear of an 

inharmonious trio, responds by magically acquiring a smaller version of the leader’s headgear 

atop his own noggin as the woman tugs him along. 

     Little gray wolf re-enters the picture, now on a train. Sounds of racing car motors jar an 

otherwise listless winter scene. Little grey wolf, tiring of riding the rails, reverts to foot travel, 

quartermastering potatos in an abandoned decaying dacha. 

     Fireworks signal an end to war. A handful of soldiers return. 

     What appears to be an adolescent schoolboy briefly flirts with the jumping girl who has 

resumed pre-war activity. Golden summer pastoral scene discloses a picnic underway. The 

schoolboy stops briefly to chat and possibly obtain some food. Then he continues a lonely 

journey over hills along a dusty road, not giving a single backward look to the girl previously 

encountered. 

     Suckling baby poses again. He falls asleep. 

     Deserting cow and jump rope, the girl is delivered by an older woman who might or might 

not be a mother to a visiting fisherman, who nets her, tossing the captive over his back as he 

walks off to waiting boat. 

     The cat is back. It snuffs out a candle to assist Baby’s slumbers.  

     Little gray wolf is handed a message by the formerly blocked writer. Off it dashes, pursued 

by vehicles seemingly bent on lupicide. En route, the message metamorphoses into a wailing 

baby swaddled in a blanket.  

     Back in forest refuge, the wolf attempts to soothe the infant. Depositing it in a 

conveniently accessible crib, the messenger resorts to a traditional Russian lullaby warning 

baby to keep away from the edge of its bed where a wolf lurks, hoping for a bite of young 

flesh.  

     Downpours soak woods. Winter stages a comeback, accompanied by apple chomper and 

devoted crow companions. Ghostly marchers appear, intimations of mortality. Apples fall off 

trees.  

     Opening outdoor family scenes receive an encore. As do winter and rain.  



     A train whistles under the bridge illuminated by a single lamppost that was prominently 

exhibited in the earlier tango sequence. This time no dancers are present. 

     One clue to the meaning of this succession of mostly wordless images is a poem titled 

“Tale of Tales” by Turkish writer Nazim Hikmet. It is cited in the Wikipedia entry for this film. 

In English, the words translate as follows: 

                       We stand over the water — the sun, the cat, the plane tree and I, 

                        And our fate. 

                        The water is cool, 

                        The plane tree tall. 

                        I write verses. 

                        The cat dozes. 

                        The sun is warm. 

                        Praise God we are alive. 

      Does that make everything perfectly clear? 

      Hobbled by inadequate lighting, impossibly fragmented editing, and a disconnected story 

resembling a labyrinth still under construction, Norstein’s most recent completed film is little 

more than a series of interesting images and personal symbols. Even fellow Russian animator 

Fyodor Khitrik found the short incomprehensible. Resembling a Chagall dream, it juxtaposes 

loose associations linked spatially in an unmeasured span of time. Everything is memory, 

dream, or an illusory compound of the two. 

     Its richest components are finely articulated animation, penetratingly memorable sound 

effects, Francesca Yarbusova’s intricately designed interiors, and musical settings gracing 

episodes with greater emotive impact than they inherently merit.  

     Given its inordinately mosaic structure and paucity of verbal clues to meaning, this short 

can only be appreciated by mature audiences with college backgrounds or their equivalents. 

For youths under voting age, it will likely prove an inducement to slumber. The  

entertainment value of TALE OF TALES is virtually zilch. Only superior attainments in the 

areas cited above can commend it even to very patient older viewers.  

 

     Concluding this dvd is a fifteen-minute excerpt from a Russian-language documentary 

filmed in the director’s native country. It’s vastly more revealing than Norstein’s guarded 

public comments. Part of a ninety-six minute feature titled MAGIA RUSSICA and co-directed 

by Yonathan and Masha Zur, episodes extracted take viewers inside Norstein’s workplace, 

disclosing some of his work methods and showing tantalizing glimpses of his ongoing 

milestone feature animation, THE OVERCOAT. 

      


